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Excellent teacher. Very passionate about his subject and topics. Great introductory course. I would have liked to have had more homework, in order to solidify my
grade-- or raise it. The tests were questionable, and coming to class was borderline pointless.. but the Professor is top notch.

Koch

Professor would often just talk about himself and never about lecture material. Tests are absolutely awful with 30 true / false questions that we never went over in
class.

Koch

By far my favorite professor I have ever had!Koch

Very fun lectures, extremely fair tests with challenging questions that make you think on what has been taught. Overall loved this class and Dr. Koch.Koch

Dr. Koch is among the best professors I've ever had. He truly wants his students to succeed, in and out of the classroom. His teaching style is great and very
interactive. I would highly recommend this class to anyone interested in sociology.

Koch

Loved this courseKoch

Learned the most in this class out of any other class. Enjoyed the lectures, but sometimes went on tangents. Great experience over all.Koch

great teacherKoch

He is the best Professor I've experienced in TTU. He is of great personality,an amazing teacher and last but not the least an awesome human being.I respect him
from my heart.

Koch

Awesome professor and great learning experienceKoch

I love Dr. Koch and his class. Sociology is not my major but I would take this class all over again if I could. Dr. Koch effectively teaches the material while also
incorporating interesting stories, examples, etc. He keeps me interested and makes me want to learn more.

Koch

Amazing professorKoch

Hard to followKoch

Good style of teaching, very clear grading criteria that was followed, and very clear about what would be on tests. Enjoyed the class. You can tell he wants everyone
to do well and actually learn.

Koch

Great class, had a lot of fun in this class. Great instructor!Koch

Definitely my favorite class this semester!Koch

I greatly enjoyed this course. I found the lecture very informational and an open place to engage in discussion. Koch made it a very fun class!Koch

Really appreciate himKoch

Dr. Koch did a wonderful job instructing this class! He always kept class enjoyable! Great professor!Koch

This is one of the best classes I have ever taken here at TTU. I loved this class and I wish I could take it again or take Dr. Koch again! He has changed the world as
how I once saw it before and opened a door into another way of perceiving the world around me. Thank you Dr. I enjoyed coming to class every week!

Koch

Solid classKoch

Really like the class, but professor goes off on a lot of tangents.Koch

One of my favorite classes that I have taken at Tech. Dr. Koch was very helpful during his office hours and cares about his students despite the fact he has thousands
of students. Would definitely take another class with him.

Koch

Great class!Koch

sometimes when you would tell a story it was hard to tell what it related back to, test wise. but overall i thought this class was very interesting and i really enjoyed
listening to your lectures! thank you for a great semester!

Koch

He was my favorite professor. Very interesting, hilarious, and kind. I will honestly miss having his class.Koch

Question: Please make any overall comments or observations about this instructor or course:
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Funny and interesting. Keeps your attention.Koch

I really enjoyed this class. Professor Koch was outstanding and really connected with the class, even though it was a large class. He related his lectures to real life
events and that helped me a lot in this class. Awesome professor and awesome class! Would definitely recommend this class to anyone.

Koch

Dr. Koch is an amazing professor, the thing that I admired was his blatant knowing pf sociology and how he relates the material to his personal life. This not only
made the class engaging, it made it extremely interesting. This class makes you think about your life and your interactions, very very good class and professor!

Koch

Good teacher.Koch

n/aKoch

Audio Review Files: VERY helpfulKoch

made class fun. awesome teacherKoch

This is one of my absolute favorite classes I have taken at this university, and it is all because of the wonderful professor. It is so obvious that he cares about his
students and takes his job very seriously. The exams were very reasonable and the review sessions were VERY helpful. I learned so much from the lectures and it is
all stuff that I will use in my future. One thing I wish he did was have an extra credit assignment because my final grade is JUST below an A. However, I do
understand that this is very difficult with the number of students in each of his classes. I would absolutely recommend every student to take his class. One thing I
wish he did was have an extra credit assignment because my final grade is JUST below an A. However, I do understand that this is very difficult with the number of
students in each of his classes.

Koch

Loved the class and was a fun learning environment and experience.Koch

I don't feel like he taught both points of view.Koch

I had an amazing experince that was both informative and enjoyable that gave me a new perspective about society and individuals.Koch

Dr. Koch is a very good professor. His class was one of if not the most informative, interesting, and enjoyable courses I have takenKoch

I loved this class! I was constantly engagedKoch

This class really makes you think and the professor is very understanding. He post the lectures online and made it very easy to study for exams and overall, he is a
great teacher and I hope more professors on campus are like Dr. Koch.

Koch

I think he is a very effective teacher.Koch

GoodKoch

I thouroughly enjoyed this class all semester. Dr. Koch kept class entertaining and made every day a joy, while still getting through the course material. He was very
helpful if I ever had questions and held very helpful reviews every so often, which I always attended.

Koch

I learned a lot in the class. Dr. Koch knows how to teach and he is interesting and funny.Koch

Dr. Koch is SUCH a GREAT professor! He's a great person and a great professor for the course!Koch

Great class.Koch

One of my favorite classes. Made me want to major in sociology almost then I realized I probably shouldn't.Koch

I liked this class because Dr. Koch provided an interesting lecture and I actually learned quite a bit about sociology due to his class.Koch

Dr. Koch was a funny and interesting professor who for the most part kept his students engaged yet I feel that there were too many tests in a short period of time.
We had a test every other week and not a long time to study for them due to only having the class 2 times a week. I could not complete the full review until each of
the classes were finished which made it hard to study. Although I struggled many others may have not.

Koch

the best professor and one of the best people i’ve met in my life. changed my perspective on life foreverKoch

Great teacher you can tell he likes what he doesKoch

Didn't really learn muchKoch

Dr. Koch is an amazing instructor. He teachs the class well and helps the students have everything they needs to succeed.Koch

Amazing professor. Made this class so interesting and captivating. Amazing lectures.Koch

He is very interesting and a great teacher!Koch

I love going to his lecture because I do learn from it and thought about it after class. He teaches effectively and present interesting materials about sociology. I
would definitely take him again if he teaches in class I would need to take.

Koch

An amazing professorKoch

Koch for presidentKoch

Professor Koch was one of my favorite professors. His methods of teaching kepp the class entertained and focused.Koch

This class, along with Dr. Koch, was my favorite. He does a great job on keeping everyone engaged & teaching his material effectively.Koch

Dr. Koch is a fantastic teacher and is vary capable of keeping my attention, this class was a valuable learning experience.Koch

Great professor wish i could take him again. very interesting lecture, keeps students well engaged.Koch

I really really enjoyed his class and I feel as though he showed me other perspectives that I wouldn't otherwise have gottenKoch

Professor Koch was an incredible instructor who was deeply enthusiastic about this course.Koch

GreatKoch
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My favorite class of the semester. The instructor was great, he used current events and visual demonstrations that aligned with what was being taught. A great class.Koch

I liked the magic tricks he did before testsKoch

I enjoyed Professors Koch's class quite a bit! I was not looking forward to his class since I was only taking it to receive a required credit, however I ended up finding
his class incredibly interesting and informative.

Koch

I had a hard time learning with himKoch

Dr. Koch made Sociology one of my favorite classes to attend this semester. He makes his lectures seem as though they are just a man telling a story to an audience
rather than a professor doling out hundreds boring facts. He is very interesting and I would highly recommend him to anyone!

Koch

This class was my favorite class. Dr. Koch made this class so enjoyable and relatable. The instructor was very kind and knew his curriculum. I would highly
recommend for anyone to take this course. I learned a lot in this class and am glad I took it.

Koch

Great teacher, I talked to him face to face a couple of times and very easy to start a dialogue with. Really a great teacher and a nice man.Koch

This was by far my favorite course, and my favorite professor of the semester. Learned so much more information about the interactions around me, that take place
in this world. Thank you, Dr. Koch.

Koch

I enjoyed this class very much and would highly recommend to others. It is a great learning environment and I am sad that it has come to an end.Koch

Very fun and interesting class. For once I had to think for myself and not use a formula or set up made by someone else.Koch

Good instructor, a lot of tangents and sidebars but helped with comprehensionKoch

The instructor Koch provided helpful reflections on his life so that we may have an illustration along with the definition provided.Koch

GREAT TEACHER. Fun and insightful class.Koch

Kept his lectures engaging by adding stories and personal experiences. Would take his class again if I could.Koch

This was by far my favorite class. Mr.Koch was a great professor and I looked forward to every lecture.Koch

This class was so interesting I never wanted to miss a lecture! He was an awesome professor!!Koch

Doctor Koch was an amazing professor, and this was my favorite class. He was understanding of special circumstances, and his class was well organized.Koch

tends to get off topic easilyKoch

Best course I took all semester. He is a wonderful professor, and I would recommend other students to take his class when given the opportunity.Koch

Gets off topic during lectures, but provides great notes during lecturesKoch

Great professor. Very effective at teaching.Koch

To be totally honest, I didn't want to take this course but I had to due to scheduling complications. I am VERY glad I had to take this course. Great course, but even
better professor!

Koch

AMAZING PROFESSORKoch

The instructor was interesting, you could tell he tries to make things fun. However, the class seems somewhat pointless, it's mostly common sense.Koch

I will miss Dr. Koch! He is a great professor and I have learned a lot from his classKoch

Loved this class and professorKoch

Insightful, interesting, and relatable. His lectures were 100% verbal and it made his class much more memorable. He provided us with intensive readings related to
the topics that we were learning in class and I gained an understanding of how the world around me works.

Koch

amazing professor, love the way he teaches. i really liked how he recorded his lectures. when if came time for the exams i would listen to the lectures to fill in gaps
in my notes

Koch

N/AKoch

Dr. Koch is a stand up guy and a solid instructor. I enjoyed hearing anything he had to say about life or his class.Koch

Professor Koch was one of my favorite professors. He explains things in a very comprehensive and intelligent manner, I connected with his examples and felt
thoroughly prepared for every exam. He was fun and I enjoyed every lesson.

Koch

I enjoyed the class structure. The tests separated and broken down. The instructor was very easy to stay awake and follow. Although, I USUALLY despise teachers
that do not give homework or any indication of what is on the test and just talk the entire class period, Dr. Koch made it work in that everything he said was not
some random tangent, but he stuck straight to the test information and information that sticks with you. Very impressive lecturer. I am sad though he never again
mentioned showing us his tattoo article again although he had a very rough ending to the semester, his recordings were just as good as him in person and just as
helpful. I also read a textbook in sociology along with him and was impressed with how he stuck right in line with the textbook perfectly.

Koch
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